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DengYunYiDe (《等韻一得》)is the latest work of DengYun in Qing Dynasty , 
and it’s also the only work of DengYun in the end of Qing Dynasty.At present,the 
academic circle which studies on this book is limited to the inquiry of internal 
system and the basis of its phonetics, sorting of documents and the modern 
linguistics theory it incarrates that is still uninquired deeply now.On the basis of the 
study of the predecessors,this paper makes further inquiry to this book by adopting 
the methods of internal analyze,comparision,investigation,inference of the 
distribution pattern of phoneme and perspective separation. 
There are six chapters in this paper: 
The firest chapter is a introduction.It introcuced the current situation,value,train 
and method of the study. 
The second chapter is about the compilation of DengYunYiDe (《等韻一
得》) .This section racked deeply on the focal points are as follows:the biographical 
of the author ,the edition of the book,the background and style of compilation ,and 
the value of document. 
The third chapter probed into the system of the initial constants ,the compound 
vowels and tones of Chinese syllable.And the conclusion of the characters of the 
initial constants are as follows:(1)division of Jian Tuan(尖團) ; (2)opposition of 
voiceless and voice sound;(3) division of Fei Fu Feng（非敷奉）;(4)division of Zhi 
ZhangZhuang（知章莊）; (5)existence of retroflexional initial constants of [tʂ][tʂ 
h][ʂ] ;(6)independence of Wei Yi（微母、疑母）;(7)coincidence betwwen some laws 
of spelling-combination and modern Mandarine. The characters of compound 
vowels are as follows: (1)existence of ER Hua sound（兒化音）;(2)reservation of 
rhyme of Ru Sheng（入聲） ;(3) reservation of rhyme end of [-m];(4)combination of 















（平上去入）.By seperating ,it shows that the real system contains phonetic system 
21 initial constants,36 compound vowels of Chinese syllable and four tones of Ping 
Shang Qu Ru（平上去入）. 
The fourth chapter inqiured the nature of its phonetic system, On the basis of 
the study of its real phonetic system,and  made comparision in details with some 
dialect works,such as ZhuoAnYunWu,GuJinZhongWaiYinYunTongLi,XiangYinZiLei 
and modern dilact,by consouling the criterion of Mandarine of Mr Li Xindi,and 
intergrating Mr Lao’s life experience,this paper drawed different conclusion 
contrasted to predecessors----the phonetic system of this book contain ancient sound , 
the dialect of Hebei and he dialect of Suzhou. 
The fifth chapter inquired the consciousness of modern linguistics theory of Mr 
Lao.By observation of the phonetic map arrangement of this book,it finds that 
phenomena in the map such as opposition ,mutual-supplement,amalgamation of 
phenomena and the phenomenons of modified tones reading in succession are 
different obviously.All of these ideas are undiscussed before. 
The sixth chapter is about the academic value,some unsolved issues and the 
future tentative ideas of the study. 
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